
Connect to the world
with your hearing aid

Bernafon wireless accessories
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For an increasingly connected world, 
you need the right support.

Equipped with next level wireless technology, 
Bernafon hearing solutions bring the sounds 
around you closer so that you can travel through 
life with comfort and confidence.

This is the smart way to better hearing. 
This is Bernafon connectivity.



Give your ears more 
of what they need.
Bernafon wireless accessories pave the way to a more dynamic 
and individual experience. Turn your Bernafon hearing aids* into 
wireless headphones and get your phone calls, TV and other 
Bluetooth®-paired devices streamed right into your ears. 
And thanks to the smart EasyControl-A app, you can orchestrate 
everything with just a few taps on your smartphone screen.

With all the technology built around Bernafon hearing aids, 
you’re not lost – you’re in control.

* Bernafon hearing aids with 
   2.4 GHz Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE)





* For information on compatibility, please visit bernafon.com/hearing-aid-users/hearing-aids/connectivity

SoundClip-A

Cut the noise and give conversations priority. Whether you’re chatting on 
the phone, on a video call, or with a friend at the other end of the table, the 
SoundClip-A picks up speech sounds and delivers them into your hearing aids 
at the same time. Small enough to hide in the palm of your hand, it features 
control buttons on the side to let you fine-tune your hearing aids with just a 
quick push of the thumb.

• Make and receive phone calls hands free

• Hear speech from a distance or in difficult listening environments

• Adjust volume and change programs remotely

• Wireless streaming of music, video, and other electronic audio 
sources in stereo

• Works with modern smartphones*

• Range: up to 20 meters

Perfect for conversations over distance or in noise-filled environments. Fasten the SoundClip-A 
to the shirt of the person you are speaking with and get their voice streamed directly into your 
hearing aids.



With the SoundClip-A, it’s easy to make hands-free phone calls. The voice of the caller is 
relayed directly into your hearing aids, while the built-in microphone transmits
your conversation to the caller.
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The TV adapter gives you interference-free sound quality 
to get more from your TV shows.



TV adapter

Plug into the entertainment. With the TV adapter, your favorite shows and 
programs are streamed to your hearing aids wirelessly – and in high stereo 
quality. Choose the volume level that’s most comfortable for you without 
inconveniencing those around you. Fast and easy to set up, it can pair with an 
unlimited number of Bernafon hearing aids.

Remote control

Fix up your hearing aids in a flash. Switch programs, 
increase the volume or keep things extra quiet with the 
“mute” button. Lightweight, this remote control has 
excellent tactility and low power consumption.

• Stream TV or music directly into your hearing aids

• Choose the ideal volume for you while leaving the 
TV at a comfortable level for others

• Connects to numerous hearing aids to 
accommodate multiple listeners at the same time

• Range: up to 15 meters

• Change hearing aid programs

• Adjust volume, mute



EasyControl-A app

More control at your fingertips. With just a few taps on your smartphone, the 
EasyControl-A app lets you connect your hearing aids with modern electronic 
sound systems. Designed with the user in mind, it is also the place to monitor 
volume, switch programs, check battery level, and get detailed statistics on 
hearing aid usage. There’s even a “Find my hearing aid” function, just in case.



With intuitive navigation 
and simple commands, the 
EasyControl-A app lets you 
take over your hearing aids 
and external audio sources 
with just a few taps.

• Switch programs or to streaming mode

• Adjust volume and sound variation

• Check the battery condition

• Locate your hearing aids

• Use the Streaming Equalizer to fine-tune music

• Connect to the Internet of Things



2.4 GHz Bluetooth® wireless technology

Bernafon‘s hearing aids are Made for iPhone® and allow for direct communication 
and control with an iPhone®, iPad Pro®, iPad Air®, iPad mini®, and iPod touch®. With 
2.4 GHz BLE technology, you can enjoy sound streaming directly to your hearing 
aids. Bernafon latest-generation hearing aids support ASHA (Audio Streaming 
for Hearing Aids). With ASHA, you can stream audio from your Android™ mobile 
device directly to your hearing aids*.

Listen to music Make and receive phone calls

* For information on compatibility, please visit Bernafon.com/hearing aid users/hearing aids/connectivity.



Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., Android, Google Play, and the Google Play logo are 
trademarks of Google LLC. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth 
SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Demant A/S is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those 
of their respective owners.

Watch videos Be guided by your 
car navigation system



Three steps forward. 
No steps back.
1. Get your hearing tested. Start by 

checking your hearing with a qualified 
Bernafon hearing care professional.

2. Visit a hearing aid center. Share what 
your needs are and learn about the 
options available to you.

3. Find the right solution. Try different 
hearing aid performance categories and 
ask for Bernafon’s wireless accessories.





Bernafon Companies

Australia ∙ Canada ∙ China ∙ Denmark ∙ Finland ∙ France ∙ Germany ∙ Italy ∙ Japan ∙ Korea ∙ Netherlands ∙ New Zealand ∙ Poland ∙ South Africa ∙ 
Spain ∙ Sweden ∙ Switzerland ∙ Turkey ∙ UK ∙ USA 20
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www.bernafon.com

Established in Switzerland in 1946, we have worked ever since in the spirit and tradition of our 
founders to develop solutions that help people with hearing difficulties. Our Swiss heritage, 
leading technology, and high performance products help us fulfill our goal:

Together we empower people to hear and communicate better.

For more information on Bernafon hearing aids and wireless accessories ask your 
hearing care professional or visit our Bernafon website at www.bernafon.com.


